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VERY IMPORTANT!!!
The Debate for
CD-3 Councilman
WHHO General Meeting
This Wednesday May 18,
7:30 PM- 9:00 PM

Bob Blumenfield
&
Scott Silverstein
Webinar Virtual Meeting – Register to attend
by going to www.whho.com
This is the only debate scheduled between the
candidates who qualified for the June 7 primary.
Because there are only two candidates, whoever
wins 50%+ of the total votes cast before the polls
close June 7th will be the unopposed candidate on
the ballot for the 2022 November election.
Due to the meeting time restraints, and the scope
and complexities of the issues to be addressed, there
will not be audience participation during this WHHO
General meeting. The format and structure has been
presented the candidates, but not the questions
The WHHO’s Webinar meeting begins at 7:30
P.M. Wednesday night, and it is critical you register
at www.whho.com in order to attend.

The issues, problems and even
some solutions for Woodland
Hills, the West Valley and your
own neighborhood will be
addressed by the two candidates
for CD-3 Councilmember this
Wednesday night at a special
WHHO debate.
At this Wednesday’s virtual WHHO meeting,
incumbent Bob Blumenfield and challenger Scott
Silverstein will face off during the only scheduled
debate between the two candidates for the CD-3
Council District office.
While this contest is for the June 7th primary, the
winner totaling 50+% of the votes will actually be the
winner of the office since these were the only two
candidates to legally qualify for the final California
ballot in November and there can be no run-off
election. The Mail-in ballots went out for distribution
on May 9th, and Woodland Hills voting locations will
be open for in-person voting on June 7th.
Both Silverstein and Blumenfield election teams have
been briefed on the format and structure be followed
at the WHHO debate, and neither candidate nor their
teams have been provided with any questions to be
asked or briefed on any subjects that may be covered.
According to WHHO President John Walker, there
will be no questions taken from the audience or
comments allowed during this meeting. “We know a
lot of people have hundreds of questions and
probably even more want a chance to make a
comment, but the WHHO believes that it is in the best
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interest for the voters and communities to get critical
answers and explanations from a regimented
debate/discussion process,” Walker emphasized.
“We apologize of this decision upsets anyone,
Walker stressed, “but we are trying to make the
playing field level for both candidates, and because
there is so much ground we’ll need to cover in just 90
minutes, this has to be efficiently and effectively run.
We believe we’ve done that with the format we will
follow.”
Wednesday night’s WHHO debate format will be as
follows:
Opening: Each candidate will have 2 minutes to
make an initial intro.
Questions: A question read or stated 1 time only.
Candidates will have 90 seconds to respond to that
single question. We have reminded candidates to stay
on question with no crossovers to previous statements
or subjects. If an opposing candidate calls out for a
“retort,” he will be granted 30- seconds maximum.
There will be a limit to the number of retorts a
candidate can ask for. (The WHHO is hoping that
approximately 20 questions can be asked during the
debate.)
Two Media Questions: The WHHO has invited
Kathleen Sterling, publisher of the Valley News
Group, and Olga Grigoryants of the Los Angeles
Daily News to ask one question each for both
candidates. The moderator will determine when that
question will be made.
Closing Statement: Two minutes for each candidate.
Whoever went last in the opening will speak first at
the closing
“We are hoping that this will be an illuminating
discussion so that voters will be able to make an even
more informed decision for a vital position in LA’s
governing body,” Walker stated.
It is important to remember that if you plan to attend
the WHHO Zoom webinar either visually or by

phone, you will need to register at www.whho.com in
order to attend. There is no charge, and you are not
required to be a member of the WHHO or to live in
Woodland Hills.

There’s a lot to discuss at this
Wednesday’s CD-3 Candidates
face-off.
If you ask almost anyone who lives, works or even
just visits the Woodland Hills area and the West
Valley, there are a lot of critical issues boiling to the
surface that can--and will--critically impact
communities, neighborhoods, property values and
owner, business opportunities, several thousand unhoused and indigent individuals, and tens of
thousands of apartment dwellers and homeowners
who call this “home.”
That’s why the WHHO Board felt it was critical to
bring the two candidates for CD-3 City Councilman
seat together to present their ideas and intentions for
what needs to be addressed and how to address each
issue.
In case you haven’t gotten any details, here’s a
synopsis of some of their key points as posted online:
Bob Blumenfield:
Previously Bob worked for the Santa Monica
Mountain Conservancy and then served five years in
the California State Assembly before being elected to
the City Council in 2013. He highlights his work to
improve quality-of-life issues in his district,
including homelessness, job growth, city services and
the environmental infrastructure. He is Chair of
the Council’s Public Works Committee and is a
member of the Budget Committee.
•

Housing: Blumenfield says he’s focused on a
balanced approach for new affordable
housing for renters and buyers. He wants to
provide financial support to landlords hit by
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•

•

unpaid back rent during the pandemic, while
protecting renters from eviction.
Safe neighborhoods: Blumenfield maintains
he has a track record of creating policies that
protect city streets, parks and public
transportation lines. He highlights $100,000
he earmarked for additional LAPD
enforcement of speeding and street racing in
his district.
Environment: Blumenfield notes he added
five new parks to the district and introduced
the “Cool Pavements” program, an asphalt
treatment designed to lower neighborhood
temperatures.

Bob Blumenfield has held the CD-3 seat for two prior
terms. He is running for a third and final term. He has
been endorsed by the LA Times.
Scott Silverstein:
A Woodland Hills businessman and entrepreneur,
Silverstein served 14 years on the Woodland Hills
Neighborhood Council--including five as President.
He was Vice-chair of the El Camino Real Charter
High School Board and was Chairman and board
member of the Child Development Institute--an
organization focused on improving the lives of
children in under-served communities with early
learning and developmental services. He says his “no
excuses” attitude is lacking at L.A. City Hall, and that
his business sense combined with his public service
record can deliver results to the CD-3.
•

•

•

Homelessness: Silverstein
proposes
a
services-first program to address the
homeless issues that he calls M.O.R.E. It
would reverse spending plans, putting money
toward mental health and treatment services
first.
Public safety: Scott promises to tackle the
public safety issues frustrating District 3
residents, like break-ins, smash and grabs,
aggressive panhandling and organized street
racing and donuting.
City services: Silverstein vows to turn around
what he describes as “neglect of the district

infrastructure.” He pledges to clean streets
and address sidewalk and road repairs by
ensuring tax dollars go to basic needs.
Scott Silverstein has received the endorsement of the
LA Daily News.
Key Issues for West Valley
There’s no doubt that Wednesday night’s debate will
attempt to feel out both candidates about their views
on the current state-of-affairs in the District, and their
promises for solving of a number problems plaguing
the West Valley.
Of course, the elephant in the room—actually in all
of California—is the rampant and ever-escalating
problem(s) of homelessness and all of the ills that are
frequently attached to it or blamed on it. Those
encompass mental illness, drug addition, trash and
human waste issues, panhandling, crime, public
safety, etc., etc., etc.
Another topic also sure to be discussed is the
County’s and City’s efforts to place homeless
housing and services in the middle of residential areas
and locate several of those services across from
schools, like the 818 Hotel and Extended Stay
America Hotel which are both directly situated across
Ventura Blvd. from Taft High School.
More issues to consider? The failures of the current
Warner Center 2035 Specific Plan that has yielded
“zero” affordable housing units despite the
construction of thousands of Market-Rate
apartments. Also a topic is the failure of the WC
Specific Plan to provide for a balance of commercial
properties and community-serving projects like art
museums, symphonic halls, etc.
Then factor in the problems with excessive speeding
on neighborhood roads, the brazen acts of taking over
major thoroughfares for racing and donating, and the
need for more police presence throughout the entire
West Valley, and it seems like 90 minutes won’t be
enough to cover the many ills and problems that the
West Valley now finds threatening the
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neighborhoods and lifestyles of its businesses and
residents. WHHO President John Walker is making
an effort to get both candidates to address as many
topics as possible and to bring out the real differences
in their plans, so that homeowners, residents and
businesses can make the best possible choice to select
the West Valley Councilmember for the next four
years.

WHHO Files concerns over the
expanding growth and activity of
the West Valley Food Pantry at
its Prince of Peace Church
location.
In a strongly worded letter to Henry Chu, the Zoning
Administrator overseeing the request to expand the
facilities of the West Valley Food Pantry operating
out of the Prince of Peace Church on Rudnick
Avenue, the WHHO Board of Directors requested
that the LA Planning Department deny the request,
for a CUP permit and advise the Food Pantry to
consider locating and operating at a new site that that
is not located in the heart of a single family
neighborhood.
The Church and Food Pantry applied to allow
expansion or a new facility on the church grounds to
allow for additional storage and distribution of food.
What started as a small closet in a church room
holding canned goods and groceries to help feed
needy families almost 50 years ago had grown to an
operation serving almost 11,000 “clients” each month
and causing numerous issues for residents in the
small neighborhood.
The WHHO Board wrote that while the mission of
the West Valley Food Pantry is noble in its
goals…there is substantial evidence to prove that the
services and efforts have of the Food Pantry
Have dramatically outgrown the quiet, low-density
RA-1 neighborhood where it is located. The letter
went on to cite the impacts of traffic, noise, garbage
and threatening transients wandering through the

neighborhood and having an adverse impact on the
surrounding community.
The letter also pointed out that the Food Pantry had
not only enormously enlarged its service in this small
neighborhood, but that they had effectively been
operating for over 40 years without the required CUP
and other required documents. The existing
Conditional Use Permits issued for the church
property do not authorize its use as a community food
pantry. No studies, city outreach or any of the
required “balances” of the City of Los Angeles were
ever in place and no authorized studies on noise,
traffic or safety were ever conducted.
The Church and the Food Pantry are claiming the
“inefficiency of the existing Food Pantry operations,”
and are planning to use a $3.5 million State grant of
funds engineered by State Assemblyman Jesse
Gabriel to fund the expansion and construction
The WHHO letter points out that the money that
came through Gabriel could wisely be used to
relocate the Food Pantry to a commercial site in
Woodland Hills that would be able to accommodate
the additional traffic and constantly growing problem
of food insecurity and the need for Food Pantry
services.
The WHHO Board letter added that if the Zoning
Administrator decided to issue the requested CUP,
that he place restraints on the size that the Food
Pantry can grow to and function at in this location,
and limit the number of “clients” to no more than 50
each day. Any additional “clients” would need to visit
a second Food Pantry at another location.
While the ZA’s hearing was held on March 15, 2022,
the ZA held the file open for an additional 45 days
and numerous letters were added for the ZA to
consider on the matter. As of this date, there has not
been a Letter of Determination issued by the Zoning
Administrator, Once that Determination is made, it
could be appealed to the City’s South Valley
Planning Board, and further appealed to the City
Planning Board. Should the decision still be in
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question, individuals or groups have the right to take
the matter to court where a judge or Appeals panel
would determine the final outcome.

City Council Motion to allow byright, unrestricted homeless
housing in every LA Residential
area regardless of past current
Zoning codes is now being
considered.
The LA City Council has introduced Motion CF-220158 that would open every existing residential zone
in Los Angeles to permanent homeless housing—
regardless of whether that zone was R-1, RA-1, R-2,
R-3, RE-1 or some other residential designation.
In an effort that looks like a “Let’s throw anything
and everything at ‘em” Marx Brothers comedy,
Council
members
Mike
Bonin
(CD-11),
Nithya Raman (CD- 4) and Marqueece HarrisDawson (CD-8)--and seconded by CD-03
Councilman Bob Blumenfield—have whipped up a
legal bomb that could blow apart every single
residential area of the City—including most of the
Valley, Bel Air, the Pacific Palisades, the Hollywood
Hills and Hancock Park.
Specifically, the motion would allow shelters to be
built in residential areas by and next to nonprofit
organizations and religious institutions. It asks that
L.A. City Planning amend certain sections of the
LAMC to allow “shelters for the homeless” and other
forms of interim housing to be established., and it
also proposes that shelters be allowed on City-owned
properties located outside but adjacent to some
residential zones during a declared shelter crisis.
The Motion proposes that these shelters be “ByRight” meaning that what gets proposed will
probably be a “done deal” since the City is giving up
their right to step-in and change things, and that it
would remove any rights that adjacent property
holders or communities have to fight this law.

The motion also proposes that shelters be allowed on
City-owned properties located outside but adjacent to
some residential zones during a declared shelter
crisis. The current LAMC allows homeless shelters in
multi-family, commercial zones and manufacturing
zones.
Given the unbridled scope of this proposed law,
received virtually no public airing that it was even
being considered for actions that have the potential to
disrupt good planning and current City Zoning laws
in neighborhoods and communities throughout the
City of Los Angeles.
The current LAMC allows homeless shelters in
multi-family, commercial zones and manufacturing
zones, but not in single family residential zones.
So far, the motion has slid through two of the City’s
Council Committees and in a recent vote, only
Councilman John Lee of the Northwest Valley
registered any opposition to it.
“With all of the regressive and super-damaging laws
coming out of Sacramento like SB-9 and SB-10
targeted at destroying all current residential zoning
laws in California, you would expect that at least
more than one LA Councilperson would speak up to
defend the rights, neighborhoods and lifestyles of the
majority of the people who voted to put them in
office,” observed WHHO Vice President Marty
Lipkin.
“It is obvious that the Homeless issue has far
exceeded the capabilities and intellect of the City of
LA and LA County to actually find an intelligent
solution to this crisis, Their flailing’s are only
succeeding to divide communities and pit neighbors
against neighbors,” Lipkin continued. “Whenever
they are tempted to get involved in an issue as critical
as this, they need to follow the dictate of
Hippocrates, the father of medicine, who
said, “Primmum non nocere.”—First do no harm!
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Governor approves $33.8 million
funding for 818 Hotel homeless
shelter across from Taft High.

that when the hotels are purchased, he will propose a
resolution so that there will be an “enforceable 1,000foot no-camping zone along the sidewalk and streets”
so that no tents will be allowed to spring up there.

The financial means to purchase the shuttered 818
Hotel on Ventura Blvd. that is located directly across
from Taft High School was approved by Governor
Gavin Newsome despite an outpouring of requests
not to do so from Taft students and their parents, area
businesses and residential areas located near the
facility.

He pointed out that the “buffer zone” will cover the
right-of-ways around Taft High School, Ralphs and
other area buildings.” He also said that Supervisor
Sheila Kuehl’s staff will hold special meetings on the
conversion for Taft parents, teachers and students, as
well as special meetings for area residents and
businesses.

The 818 Hotel was targeted by out-going County
Supervisor Sheila Kuehl as an “ideal location” for a
homeless shelter without conferring with Taft parents
or the school’s principal, nearby businesses, area
residents or even the Neighborhood Council.

Woodland Hills Academy rebuffs
co-location attempt by Ingenium
Charter to “share” campus.

The hotel will be converted to a homeless shelter with
100 interim housing units. Kuehl’s office maintains
that the facility will “only be for homeless families,”
and that it will be run by the Hope of the Valley
organization. They have told everyone that three
meals will be provided each day to anyone in
residence at the facility and that Hope of the Valley
will also be providing supportive services that
include crisis intervention, conflict resolution and
individual case management.
Supervisor Kuehl’s office promised that there would
only be one entry/exit for the facility and that security
officers will be posted on-site 24/7/365.
The 818 Hotel became a potential site for a homeless
shelter because the owner requested that it be used for
that purpose when he died. The property was offered
to the State and Kuehl targeted it as the site in her
District that would be best for a homeless facility and
started the move for purchase using State funds.
Councilman Bob Blumenfield, who is working for
the City to purchase the adjacent Extended Stay
America Hotel and to also have it used as a homeless
shelter for “aged homeless individuals,” has stated

The teachers, administrators, students and parents of
Woodland Hills Academy middle school thwarted the
unwanted co-location attempts of a Charter school to
commandeer a portion of their campus under the
flawed California law known as Prop 39.
Under that law, California neighborhood public
schools can be forced to turn over "unused" space to
charter operators when demanded. The Woodland
Hills Academy coalition made it clear that it would
place an unreasonable financial and physical burden
on the school since Ingenium Schools currently owes
LAUSD $947,375.
The WH Academy staff and parents also noted
that Ingenium has a long history of taking more space
than they need, and that WH Academy was currently
stretched thin and would be forced to deal with severe
co-location issues such as entry/exit logistics,
different bell schedules, different disciplinary
expectations, scheduling of shared space (cafeteria,
gym, library, etc.), and the loss of nurse and custodial
staff time.
They also stressed that co-habitation would mean the
loss of classrooms already being used for art, music,
drama, robotics, youth services, after school
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programs, Dean's Office, Parent Center, and more.
They pointed to the much needed social emotional
support room that many students rely upon for
stability during these troubled times.
“This action under Prop 39 would have further
stripped public taxpayer funds from an existing
LAUSD public school to subsidize a Charter school
at was not wanted by the neighborhood,” a WHA
parent stated.
With the intense backlash by Woodland Hills
Academy teachers, parents and students, Ingenium
Charter dropped their request for co-location and is
now evaluating other options.

LA lifts parking violation ban and
resumes removal of RVs and
vehicle dwellings. (Just don’t
expect quick results.)
The LA City Council, after a year of preventing the
LAPD from towing RVs, vans, busses and other
vehicles parked on city streets and serving as
dwellings for the unhoused during the Pandemic, will
once again be enforcing violations and removal of
vehicles that violate posted parking rules.
Enforcement and towing of vehicle dwellings was
suspended in March 2020, when the city declared a
local emergency and “relaxed” enforcement for all
parking violations. The city resumed general
enforcement in October 2020, but vehicles that
officers believed were being used as dwellings were
exempt. The Department of Transportation created
criteria for distinguishing between abandoned vehicles
suitable for towing and vehicles used as dwellings that
warrant additional engagement. But now, if they’re in
a marked area, they can and will be removed.
That is, they will be removed if the City can get around
to doing that. The problem, explained by a Senior Lead
Officer in the West Valley, is that because of insurance
issues and other problems with tow yards and tow
truck operators, only very large tow vehicles have the

capability of lifting and towing a large RV or truck.
Right now, only one tow yard contracted with the City
has a tow vehicle that large, and they are the only tow
yard in the City of LA authorized to store those RVs
and campers on their property. The LAPD Senior
Lead Officer went on to say that t of the West Valley
Food Pantry and thus he LAPD and the DOT already
have a 6 to 9 month backlog of vehicles targeted to be
towed, but that they don’t have the tow trucks or the
tow yards to take them to.
A proposed ban on overnight parking might face
challenges in federal court. Last year, in a lawsuit
filed by a female RV dweller in Venice, U.S. District
Judge David O. Carter declined to issue a preliminary
injunction against the law — as long as the parking
moratorium was in place. But even now that the
moratorium has lapsed, it is anticipated that lawyers
will be back in front of Judge Carter to issue
temporary restraining orders to stop police and the
DOT from enforcing the law.
Stephen Yagman, the civil rights attorney who filed
the suit, said he would “instantly be back in court in
front of Judge Carter” and late Wednesday afternoon
filed an application for a temporary restraining order
to stop enforcement of the law.
So you can ask for the RVs, trucks and busses to be
removed, but don’t hold your breath until they’re
actually gone.

The WHHO needs You to be part of us
in 2022.
We’re almost at mid-point of the year—one that is
already proving to be monumental in trying to resolve
some of the biggest crisis our community and our
City have ever faced. The WHHO stands ready to
speak up for you and carry forward your expectations
and desires.
We want to be your voice as well as your eyes and
ears into what’s going on that will affect your
lifestyle, your property and your neighborhood.
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As you know, the Woodland Hills Homeowners
Organization holds forums on critical issues
impacting you, your home and your community. We
actively lobby City and State decision makers on your
behalf. Our meetings are free and open to all. But, it
does cost money for insurance, electronics and
hopefully in the not-to-far in the future—for a return
to meeting hall for live presentations.
We are a Community Organization, and we’d like to
gain your assistance in helping us sustain and
invigorate every neighborhood in Woodland Hills
and Warner Center. The WHHO has been around
long enough, and we’ve created big enough waves,
so that we don’t get ignored by elected officials or
City departments. And those waves are beginning to
be felt up in Sacramento, too. So if you have an issue
or a cause you want help in, we’d like to help you
reach your goal.
And if you believe that the WHHO is providing a
valuable public service in addressing some of the
most critical issues impacting you and your
neighborhood, hosting the City and State officials
who can answer your most pressing questions, and
speaking up for you during the endless calendar of
meetings and hearings, then we invite you to step up
and become an official member of the Woodland
Hills Homeowner Organization.
It is only $25 a year for an entire household to belong
to WHHO, and your membership helps to sustain us
by covering taxes, insurance and other legally
required fees.
You’ll find an Application at the bottom of the first
page of our web site, WHHO.com. So please fill it
out. In fact, you can even pay for your membership
using PayPal. So, join us today. We look forward to
having you part of our family.

The advertisers who place ads in the WHHO
Newsletter show that they believe in making
Woodland Hills an even better community for all of
us. They are professionals dedicated to providing you
with attentive service and fair prices. And they
recognize that supporting the WHHO with their ads
helps you get the information and sometimes political
intervention that can make a substantial difference in
your neighborhood.
We urge you to patronize the businesses you see here
or give these services an opportunity to bid for your
project. Why not call them up today, and be sure to
tell them that you saw their advertisement in the
WHHO newsletter. We‘d appreciate it. They’d
appreciate your business. And the community will
appreciate your thoughtfulness.
WHHO Officers & Directors for 2020:
President: John Walker - (818) 719-9181
Vice-President: Dennis DiBiase - (818) 346-9567
Vice-President: Marty Lipkin - (818) 999-4340
Treasurer: Silvia Anthony Murley - (818) 404-1945
Secretary: Nancy Porter - (818) 347-8869
WHHO Board Members:
Ari Coine
Aaron Williams
Arman Hovanessian
Bobbie Wasserman
Shelly Schwartz
__________________________________________
Founders Emeritus
Shirley Blessing
Pat Patton
Founder (In Memorium): Gordon Murley
Co-Founder (In Memorium): Herb Madsen

Please trust our advertisers for
services you can count on. And
tell them you saw their ad here.
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Bumper Repair - $475 | front or rear

